
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Linguistics

Whirling Brush Method
Core, p. 322

Write and copy with superhuman speed. Repeadetly
activating the Charm in the same scene costs only

one mote each.

Flawless Brush Discipline
Core, p. 323

Perfectly copy any written work down to the finest detail.
This can extend to aesthetic elements like pictograms,

illustrations and signatures. Cannot forge seals.

Stolen Voice Technique
Core, p. 324

Adapt the writing voice of another character. Must have
read at least one manuscript or three smaller examples of

the character she intends to mimic.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Moving the Unseen Hand
Core, p. 325

Pen a messagethat automatically forces the reader to make
an assumption on the writer‘s identity. Allows three

distinct and varied uses.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Power-Snaring Image
Core, p. 326

When using Flawless Brush Discipline, invoke this Charm
to copy any magic encrypted into the document, so long

as the Solar is capable or producing the magic herself.
Refer the book.

Flashing Quill Atemi
Core, p. 326

Edit a text with untraceable precision. This allows changing
the target of written social influence and can redefine what

is intended by any social influence encountered.

Perfect Celestial Author
Core, p. 329

While using Flashing Quill Atemi, the Solar can edit the
manuscript to combine Simple-type Charms or effects.

Mind-Swallowing Missive
Core, p. 326

Target a specific person to try and make them forget every
language they know. They develop a new one immediately.

Exalts may pay willpower to regain their understanding,
mortals remain in this state as long as the Essence is committed.

Cup Boils Over
Core, p. 327

Target a character with unintelligibly abstruse Intimacies
or none at all. On a successful roll their soul slips away and

passes into lethe.
Please refer the book.

Twisted Words Technique
Core, p. 327

Make a mental attack disguised as social influence.
If successfuly, the target must act in the opposite way to

what she has agreed to.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Unbreakable Fascination Method
Core, p. 329

People are forced to listen to the Solar until he stops
speaking for more than a couple seconds at a time. Can

also work on readers with written text.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Indelible Spoken Script
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 15

Emblazon your words on a solid surface, casting within
the runes of your spoken language social influence

effects.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Excellent Emissary‘s Tongue
Core, p. 328

Learn to speak and understand a language by hearing
it spoken for at least one hour. 

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Perfect Recollection Discipline
Core, p. 328

Create a perfect memory of a written work or illustration.
If kept up long enough, the memory becomes ingrained

and doesn‘t need committed essence to remain.

Mind-Scribing Method
Core, p. 329

The Solar can produce textual works within his mind and
store them indefinitely. Explicitly allowed to be enhanced
with Linguistics Charms, even those with the written-only

keyword.

Heaven-Drawing Discipline
Core, p. 329

Allows the Solar to complete difficult manuscripts with
increased speed. Reduce the interval of an extended

skill check by one unit, from seasons to months or weeks
to days. Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Swift Sage‘s Eye
Core, p. 328

The Solar can read as fast as he can turn the pages,
approximately three pages per second.

Essence-Laden Missive
Core, p. 325

Write a missive that forces the reader to immediately and
unironically repeat the statement, without realizing he‘s

doing so.

Voice-Caging Calligraphy
Core, p. 325

Supplement the writing of a letter or other brief work.
The information within cannot be repeated by the reader.

Can only be broken when a Defining Intimacy is threatened.

Letter-Within-A-Letter Technique
Core, p. 323

Inject a secret message in a document of seeming
innocuous character. Must be familiar with the recipient

to work. Hidden message no longer than half the
cover document‘s wordcount.

Subtle Speech Method
Core, p. 323

Speak in a roundabout fashion about any topic, burying
a hidden message in your speech. Only intended recipients

can understand it, all others only hear what the solar is
saying on the surface.

Flowing Elegant Hand
Core, p. 323

Supplement a written Linguistics action with double 9s.
Higher-Essence Repurchases expand the abilities of
this Charm to grant double 8s and then double 7s.

Strange Tongue Understanding
Core, p. 324

Accurately interpret statements made in another tongue.
Each activation allows understanding of three or four

simple sentences or one complex one.

Poetic Expression Style
Core, p. 324

Communicate a short, simple sentence by using body
language and pantomime. Ignore penalties for such

communication and allow additional complexity. Social
influence made this way suffers a -3 penalty.

Single Voice Kata
Core, p. 325

The Solar gains the ability to speak a language that is
understood by all who listen. The language cannot be

learned and has no intelligible words, letters or mechanics.

Mingled Tongue Technique
Core, p. 324

Bind together two languages to form a third one that
can be understood by speakers of both initial languages.

May fuse more than two languages.

Word-Shielding Invocation
Core, p. 324

Use this Charm after Sagacious Reading of Intent is the Solar
suspects she is about to suffer negative influence. Raise

Resolve by half the Linguistics ability, rounded up.

Vanishing Immersion Style
Core, p. 326

So long as the Solar is reading, he cannot be affected by
read intention actions, they automatically fail. This lasts until
a couple moments after finishing her reading, allowing her

to hide reactions to what has been read.

Discerning Savant‘s Eye
Core, p. 326

Enables the Solar to read minute traces of writing, such as
weathered stone carvins, water-soluble ink left in the damp

and similar things. Does not convey knowledge of
languages and cannot be used on destroyed writing.

Sagacious Reading of Intent
Core, p. 324

Invoke after reading a text but before any social influence
is rolled or checked. Make a read intentions action that is

automatically successful against the author.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.
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Soul-Drawing Pattern
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 15

Sit down for at least a minute and describe a character‘s
looks, social ties and skill set. If a character as-written is

within a days travel, he will arrive at the place where the
Solar wrote the description. Refer the book.


